A modular, scaleable computer conference table system
customized to set the tone for each space.
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The matrix of possibilities for Longitudes is endless. Offered in rectangular,
racetrack and arched ends, segments are constructed in workstation moduals of four, five, six and seven. This allows Longitudes to be scaled perfectly to
your conference space.
Workstations may be flipIT® for LCDs or flipIT Laptop Safe®. Conference table
lengths are engineered to vary to accommodate the flipIT dimensions specified.
For finishes, choose from a range of handsome, long-wearing high pressure
woodgrain laminates with stained hardwood edge molding.

LNG-60308-REC3-FK20 is recangular, dimensioned 60 x 308
inches and seats 20 at flipIT L18 Laptops Safe workstations.

LNG-60224-RTX2-FK14 has racetrack ends, dimensioned 60 x
224 inches and seats 14 at flipIT L18 Laptops Safe workstations.

LNG-60168-ARC2-FK10 has arched ends, dimensioned
60 x 168 inches and seats 10 at flipIT L18 Laptops Safe
workstations. LNG-6084-ARC1-FK4 seats 4.

Steel Structure
Designed for wire management and
superior rigidity

Robust 14 gauge
steel construction

Cantilever supports give clear
spans for maximum comfort
in use.

Power and data routed from floor
through large capacity cable ways
to wire management keel

Bases sculpted for
Connectrac® compatibility

I-beam keel structure is scaled to support four, five and six workstation tops to make tables of any length.

Easy access to cable and small
components stored in keel

Keel provides huge cable
management capacity

Longitudes may be outfitted with flipIT® Laptop Safes or flipIT® Convertible
Workstations as options. The flipIT® products are sized for popular technology choices.
Discuss your needs and we will engineer to suit.
Visit us online and request a fully engineered, configured solution.
You will receive a floor plan detailed with the Longitudes table
options you require for your communication space, including
Connectrac® for routing power and data, if this is an option you are
also considering.
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